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Musical priming studies typically measure existing relationships but do not attempt to 

teach new relationships, noting that most adults are experienced musical listeners. This study 

seeks to establish a new melodic relationship (the enigmatic scale) in addition to a familiar one 

(the major scale) while measuring priming effects. A baseline was conducted in which 

participants listened to a musical sequence and selected via a response box if the final note was 

consonant (major scale) or dissonant (enigmatic scale). Following baseline a teaching section 

occurred in which participants heard sequences ranging from 2-7 notes and were provided 

feedback for correct and incorrect responses. After the training phase participants completed a 

post-test identical to baseline. Accuracy in discriminating between the two scales did not 

improve after the teaching session, but reaction time analyses showed some evidence of changes 

due to teaching: a repetition priming main effect and a cross-over interaction between the 

baseline-post/test factor and the consonance-dissonance factor. Limitations and future research 

recommendations are discussed. 
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MUSICAL PRIMING AND OPERANT SELECTION 

Introduction 

Semantic priming has long been used to examine linguistic relationships, and in its most 

prototypical form (for a review, see Neely, 1991) it consists of a stimulus flashing on a screen 

(Prime) followed by a brief flash, and then a second stimulus flashing on the screen (Target). The 

participant then engages in a response, which can be as simple as emitting a textual response1. 

For example, the participant might see the word coffee and after a brief flash a target appears, the 

word milk or the word dog. The primary dependent variable in priming experiments is reaction 

time, and participants are typically faster in emitting a response after the related target stimulus 

compared to the unrelated target stimulus (e.g., Neely, 1991).  

Cognitive psychologists researching music have historically favored priming methods in 

their research. Similar to semantic priming studies, music priming studies show faster reaction 

times to “related” musical elements than “unrelated” elements (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1987; 

Margulis, 2005; Krumhansl, 1979; Poulin-Charronay, Bigand & Madurell, 2005). Relatedness in 

music is typically described in terms of stability of the notes comprising a melody, and a melody 

is a specific sequence of notes. Notes are defined based on intervals, and the smallest interval 

between two notes is a half-step, or semitone. A musical scale is a series of notes, and each scale 

has a characteristic pattern of intervals. The note that starts the scale is described as the tonic or 

root. Each subsequent note is a scale degree and referred to by an ordinal number representing its 

position in the scale (i.e., the second note is the 2nd, and the third note is the 3rd, etc.) Within 

each scale, some notes are typically considered to be more “stable” than others. For instance, in 

                                                 
1 Other common tasks involve lexical decisions; for instance Judgments of Relatedness and Animate vs. Inanimate 
judgments (e.g., Neely, 1991). 
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melodies the root or tonic is considered the most stable note, followed by the fifth, then third and 

sixth (equally stable). However, it has been discussed by many music theorists (e.g., Piston & 

DeVoto, 1987) how definitions of what is typically described as melodically stable and unstable 

are unsatisfactory in that they are subjective and culturally determined. 

Musical priming studies agree on their results (“related” targets yield faster reaction 

times), but have different explanations. While some of these studies primarily focus on locating 

musical structure(s) in the brain that function as decoders (Koelsch, et al., 2005; Patel, 2003) 

more common is an explanation that relies on a biological/acoustical properties that are seen as 

innate interacting with learned experiences. (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1987; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 

1981; & Narmour, 1990)2. Music priming studies generally take advantage of the implicitly 

learned musical relationships that occur via repeated exposure. However, they do not attempt to 

parse out the distinction between what they consider to be innate rules and learned relationships, 

by attempting to establish new relationships.    

Given the fact that there is nothing intrinsic about the stimulus properties of the coffee-

milk vs. coffee-dog word pairs, or about the sounds comprising the major or the minor scales, the 

observed differences in reaction time must emerge over time due to specific contingencies of 

reinforcement. Behavior analysts have recognized the importance of priming procedures and 

have been able to elicit priming effects with arbitrary stimuli using matching to sample 

procedures (Vaidya, Hudgins, & Ortu, 2015). In this study we used current definitions of musical 

stability to determine our methodology of auditory stimuli selection. More specifically, we 

                                                 
2 One of the more widely accepted explanations is provided by Narmour (1990), which is based on Gestalt 
psychology. He argues that musical relationships are based on a combination of innate symbolic rules that are 
universal and learned stylistic knowledge. However, it has been suggested (Elman et al.,1998; Pearce & Wiggins, 
2006) that the evidence Narmour provides is not sufficient to account between an innate and a learned system, and it 
is more parsimonious to see these all musical relationships as learned. 
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compared reaction time to target stimuli within the major scale – to which typically participants 

have had extensive exposure – to reaction times to target stimuli within the enigmatic scale – to 

which participants have not had extensive exposure, before and after a reinforcement-based 

teaching phase, with the goal of assessing changes in priming effects due to intra-experimental 

learning, and not just a pre-existing history as is typical of musical priming studies.   

 
Method 

Participants 

Five young adults (3 female, 2 male; ages 19 to 22) were recruited from the University of 

North Texas via flyers and word of mouth as approved by the University of North Texas 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). While the study was not restricted to students, all of those 

selected were currently enrolled in the University. Flyers were posted around campus in the 

majority of academic buildings. Selection was determined by the order in which they contacted 

the researchers and their availability. 3 of the 5 participants completed the study in two sessions, 

two required a third session. Sessions lasted on average 46 minutes (ranging from 15 to 88 

minutes). At the completion of the final session participants received $50 regardless of 

performance.  

 

Settings and Apparatus 

Sessions were conducted in a room approximately 75 square feet equipped with a long 

table and 3 computers. Participants used a desktop computer (DELL Optiplex 755 with Intel 

Core 2 Duo processor, 4 GB Ram, not connected to the internet, running Windows 7 Ultimate), a 

CRT monitor (Princeton Ultra 72F) to interact with the E-Prime software and used a serial 
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response box to input responses. Musical stimuli were presented via headphone (Sennheiser HD-

202) and kept at a consistent volume across participants.    

 

Experimental Design 

Participants were introduced to the task via baseline consisting of 150 randomized 

auditory sequences. Following the baseline a teaching sequence was conducted which took 1-2 

sessions. If the participant achieved 90% or greater accuracy then s/he would move to the next 

teaching level. If the accuracy was below 90% then the previous training level would be 

repeated. At the completion of the teaching sequence participants completed a post-test that was 

identical both procedurally and in sample stimuli (presentation order was again randomized) to 

the baseline. See Figure 1 for the experimental design. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental design.  

 

Stimuli 

Baseline and post-test auditory stimulus sequences were generated by rolling seven 8-

sided dice. Each number 1-7 was assigned a corresponding note on the scale (see Table 1). If an 

8 was rolled that die was re-rolled. If a note was generated more than twice for a sequence that 

dice was re-rolled. If the target (the 7th note in the sequence) was identical to the final note in the 

prime stimulus (the 6th note in the sequence) it was re-rolled to make sure the final note of the 

Baseline Teaching Post-Test
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prime was not the same as the target. 75 consonant and 75 dissonant sequences of stimuli were 

generated and all 150 sequences were presented in randomized order. 

In developing the stimuli included in each level of the teaching phase we took into 

account similar and different notes in the scales and the stability rankings previously detailed. 

More specifically, the major and enigmatic scales have 4 notes that are different from each other 

and 3 in common (excluding the octave). Table 2 illustrates which intervals were removed at 

each level. We began by removing the 6th interval of the scales for the 3rd training level. 

Table 1 

Baseline/Post-Test Auditory Stimuli Generation - Note and Number Correspondence 

Number Major Scale Notes (Consonant) Enigmatic Scale Notes (Dissonant) 

1 C C 
2 D C# 
3 E E 
4 F F# 
5 G G# 
6 A A# 
7 B B 

 

The major 6th is an imperfect consonant and considered the least stable of the stable notes. These 

two notes differ in each scale (A# in the enigmatic and A in the major). We then removed the 7th 

interval, which is the same in both scale (B), and is considered an unstable relationship. In the 4th 

level we removed the 2nd.  Again the notes differ (C# in the enigmatic, D in the major). The 2nd 

interval is considered to be unstable like the 7th. In the 5th level we removed the 3rd interval. The 

3rd shares a common note (E) with both scales and is the second most stable note. In the 6th level 

the 4th interval is eliminated. The 4th is different in the two scales (F# in the enigmatic and F in 

the major). The 4th is generally considered to be unstable, but in some contexts can be considered 
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stable. Here it is paired the root and 5th giving it a stable relationship. Because of its flexibility 

we eliminated it near the end so that it could be paired with as many examples as possible. 

Finally, in the last teaching sequence we were left with the 1st and 5th intervals. This is 

considered the most stable of all relationships. The 5th is also different for each scale (G# - 

enigmatic, and G – major). For training levels 4-6 all possible combinations of notes were 

generated as stimuli and randomly selected for training (see Table 3 for exact numbers of stimuli 

per level). For Training levels 1-3 all possible note combinations were entered into an Excel 

spreadsheet and a assigned a random number then sorted lowest to highest. The lowest 75 

sequences for each scale were selected as stimuli. These were randomly selected during the 

training sequences.  

Table 2 

Number of Stimuli (for Each Scale) per Training Level 

Teaching Level Number of Musical Sequences/scale 

1 75 
2 75 
3 75 
4 24 
5 6 
6 2 

 

Baseline/Post-Test 

Participants were instructed to turn off their cell phones, to follow the instructions 

provided on the screen, respond as quickly as possible, and to do their best. Participants were 

presented with instructions on a black screen with white text that read: “You will hear a short 

sample of music followed by a rest before another note. Press BUTTON 1 if the note following 
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the rest is dissonant. Press BUTTON 2 if the note following the rest is consonant. Press 

BUTTON 5 to begin.” Each trial began with a black background with a white rectangle 

containing 4 black quarter notes (see Figure 2 for trial structure). Immediately upon the display 

of the screen the auditory prime stimulus began playing and the image remained for the duration 

of the stimulus presentation. The auditory prime consisted of a 6 note sequence at 120 beats per 

minute (bpm), lasting a total of 3000 ms, and each note lasted 500 ms. Upon completion of the 6 

note sequence the screen flash turquoise and lasted for one beat (500 ms) prior to the 

presentation of the auditory target stimulus. This screen consisted of a black background with a 

white rectangle containing 1 black quarter note. Immediately upon the display of the single 

quarter note on the screen the auditory target stimulus began playing and the image remained for 

8000 ms (the maximum time allowed for a response.) The auditory target stimuli consisted of a 

single quarter note lasting one beat (500 ms). No feedback was provided to indicate a correct or 

incorrect response.  

Figure 2. Baseline and post-test trial structures. 

 

Teaching 

Following the baseline and prior to the post-test participants completed a teaching 

sequence to establish new musical relationships. The teaching sequence consisted of two 
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components: training and testing. During teaching subjects saw a black screen with white text 

reading, “This is the beginning of the teaching portion of the experiment. There will be both a 

training section and a testing section. You will be notified what section you are about to begin. 

During the training section you will be provided immediate feedback on whether your response 

is correct or incorrect. During the testing section you will not receive feedback. Press BUTTON 

5 to begin training.” Once the participant was ready the training phase would start with a 

sequence, at the end of which the participant would record if the phrases was dissonant (1 on the 

response box) or consonant (2 on the response box), and then receive feedback if a response was 

correct or incorrect. Once the participant achieved criterion (9 out of 10 trials correct) the 

participant would move to the next section of the teaching sequence. For the first two levels (see 

Table 4) of teaching there were two training sequences followed by a testing sequence, and after 

that training sequences and testing sequences alternated. Regardless of how successful 

participants were in achieving criterion a 1 minute break was provided immediately following 

testing, though participants could choose to skip it by pressing the number 5 on the keyboard. 

Training sequences started with a 7 note sequence and decreased by one note until the 

final 2 note sequence (see Table 3 for the exact sequence). During testing 9 of the 10 randomized 

sequences came from the previous training level. The remaining sequence was randomly chosen 

from an older training to probe for retention. During testing no feedback was provided for 

correct/incorrect responses. 
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Table 3 

Teaching Sequence: Training and Testing 

Training/Test Name Intervals/Levels Included 

T1 (Training 1) 1234567 
T2 (Training 2) 123457 

RT 1 (Retention Test 1) T1-T2 
T3 (Training 3) 12345 

RT2 (Retention Test 2) T1-T3 
T4 (Training 4) 1345 

RT3 (Retention Test 3) T1-T4 
T5 (Training 5) 145 

RT4 (Retention Test 4) T1-T5 
T6 (Training 6) 15 

RT5 (Retention Test 5) T1-T6 
 

Results 

All participants completed all three portions (baseline, teaching, and post-test) of the 

experiment. Tables 4 and 5 show that accuracy remained about the same across the baseline and 

post-test sessions. In our reaction time analysis we eliminated responses with reaction times 

faster than 50 ms as they are typically initiated before presentation of the target stimulus. There 

was a decrease in the overall median reaction time for 4 out of 5 participants from baseline to 

post-test (see Tables 4 and 5). The average median decrease was 329.5 ms (ranging from 125.5 

ms to 757.5 ms). The participant (3) who did not have a decrease in median reaction time from 

baseline to post-test had an increase of 4.5 ms. All participants except for one (again Participant 

3) had faster median consonant reaction time than dissonant in baseline (see Table 6 and Figure 

3). This participant also had the most extensive history of music training (playing music for over 
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10 years, currently playing with bands, and played multiple instruments – piano, drums, and 

guitar).  

Table 4 

Baseline Reaction Times (All Times in ms) 

Participant Mean Median High Low Accuracy 
1 2293.55 1803 7532 943 55% 
2 1806.65 1579 7270 203 68% 
3 1360.85 1051 5773 704 43% 
4 2069.22 1577 6366 881 49% 
5 2940.91 2425.5 7320 882 61% 

Average 2094.24 1687.1 6872.2 903.25 55.2% 
 

Table 5 

Post-Test Reaction Times (All Times in ms) 

Participant Mean Median High Low Accuracy 
1 1894.24 1677.5 5185 785 55% 
2 1376.42 1175 5236 76 64% 
3 1158.17 1055.5 3405 731 47% 
4 1446.11 1212 6773 648 48% 
5 2075.20 1668 6316 163 64% 

Average 1590.03 1357.6 5382.5 478.4 55.6% 
 

Table 6 

Baseline Reaction Time Consonant vs. Dissonant  

Participant Dis. Mean Cons. Mean Dis. Median Cons. Median 
1 2377.63 2209.48 1826 1761 
2 1784.53 1828.78 1590.5 1570 
3 1427.19 1294.51 1033 1097 
4 2071.92 2066.41 1679 1449 
5 3088.12 2797.61 2480 2425 
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Figure 3. Comparison of baseline and post-test reaction time. Horizontal black bars represent the 
median; white bars the interquartile range. 

 

Baseline 

Baseline took an average of 18.5 min to complete ranging from 15 to 22 minutes. The 

average median reaction time for baseline (see Table 6) was 1687.1 ms across stimuli. The 

average median reaction time for consonant stimuli was 1721.7 (see Table 6). All participants 

except for one (Participant 3) had faster median consonant reaction times than dissonant in 

baseline (see Figure 4), and all participants except for one (Participant 2) had faster mean 

consonant reaction time than dissonant.   
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Figure 4. Comparison of consonant and dissonant reaction times across conditions and participants. Black bars represent the median 
and white bars the interquartile range. 
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Teaching 

Total teaching time took an average of 56.5 min. to complete (ranging from 14 to 109 

minutes) Participants 1 and 4 required two sessions. All other participants completed training in 

a single session. In their second session Participants 1 and 4 had to repeat the same section they 

had previously completed in the first teaching session. For all participants Figures 5-9 indicate 

the median reaction time decreased during training. However, median reaction time increased 

during the test phases as compared to the training levels, but when compared to other testing 

levels the median reaction time decreased as participants progressed through higher levels. 

Additionally, fewer trials were required to reach criterion as training progressed. From a 

response distribution perspective, the overall range of reaction time during the training portions 

tended to decrease as participants progressed. 

Figure 5. Teaching sequence data for Participant 1. 
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Figure 6. Teaching sequence data for Participant 2. 
 

Figure 7. Teaching sequence data for Participant 3. 
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Figure 8. Teaching sequence data for Participant 4. 
 

Figure 9. Teaching sequence data for Participant 5. 
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Post-Test 

The post-test session took an average of 18.5 minutes to complete ranging from 15 to 25 

min. The average median reaction time for post-test (see Table 7) was 1357.6 ms across stimuli. 

The average median reaction time for consonant stimuli was 1377.4 ms, while the average 

median reaction time for dissonant stimuli was 1298 ms (see Table 7). All participants except for 

one (Participant 3) had faster mean dissonant reaction times than consonant, and three 

participants out of five had faster median dissonant reaction time. 

Table 7 

Post-Test Reaction Time Consonant vs. Dissonant 

Participant Dis. Mean Cons. Mean Dis. Median Cons. Median 

1 1859.2 1929.28 1598 1781 
2 1342.23 1410.16 1180.5 1162 
3 1197.42 1118.92 1049 1064 
4 1378.92 1513.29 1212 1211 
5 2066.43 2083.85 1590 1669 

 

Baseline vs. Post-Test Differences 

We evaluated possible differences in reaction time between the baseline and post-training 

conditions by running a repeated-measures ANOVA with a factor of Relatedness (two levels: 

Dissonant x Consonant) and a factor of Repetition (two levels, Pre x Post). Results show a main 

effect of Repetition [F(1,4)=19.985; p=.011] and a significant interaction between the two factors 

[F(1,4)=8.466; p=.044], indicating an overall repetition priming effect, and a cross-over effect - a 

difference in the size of the priming effect between pre and post (see Figure 10). Follow-up 

targeted ANOVAs within the pre and the post factors, however, did not reveal significant 

differences (all ps>.05).  
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Figure 10. Group summary of the dissonant-consonant vs. pre-post 2x2 comparison. The Y axis 
represents reaction time in millisecond. 

 

 
Discussion 

In this study we examined whether priming procedures could be used to investigate the 

learning of new relationships among auditory stimuli. Results showed that in the post-test 

participants had overall faster reaction times to both consonant and dissonant stimuli compared 

to baseline, consistently with repetition priming effects. Moreover, during baseline the 

consonant/established phrase (the major scale) had overall faster mean than the new/dissonant 

phrase (the enigmatic scale). It is interesting that in the post-test the overall trend appeared to be 

attenuated (or reversed), as the new relationship (dissonant) had overall faster mean reaction time 

than the consonant/established relationships. Statistical tests yielded a significant repetition-

priming effect and a difference in the priming effect across condition, but not a difference 

between consonant and dissonant within the pre-test and within the post-test. It has to be noted 

that statistical interactions and post-hoc ANOVAs measure different elements: interactions 

measure differences between differences [e.g., (A minus B) differs from (C minus D)], and post-

hoc ANOVAs measure simple differences [e.g., (A differs from B); (C differs from D)]. The 
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absence of simple differences is a limitation within the current study, and it may be important in 

further studies to assess if a larger number of participants may be required, given the potentially 

small effect size. Another clear limitation of the study involved the absence of improvement in 

accuracy between baseline and the post-test. A possible reason might involve the delay in 

between the training phase and the post-test (at least 48 hours), due to a limitation of the duration 

of each session based on the approved IRB. It is also possible that the measured changes in 

reaction time preceded changes in accuracy, and those would be evident with further testing. A 

final limitation involves the absence of a control condition involving a participant going directly 

from baseline to post-test, without going through the training phase. That might have shown a 

‘pure’ repetition priming effect without any cross-over interaction effect, thereby strengthening 

the conclusion that the training phase played an actual role in generating the difference seen 

between reaction times to dissonant and consonant stimuli during baseline vs. post test.  

From a broader perspective, Higgins (1992) has lamented that music education fails to 

apply known learning principles and that the science of learning could vastly improve pedagogy. 

Most American music education has been devoted to instrument instruction, listening is the least 

studied musical skill while being the most fundamental (Haack, 1992). Music research shows 

that listening is a pre-requisite to every other music skill (Hacck, 1992). The Suzuki Method 

which has been long thought to be one of the best musical teaching methods insists on listening 

skills prior to instrument instruction. This corresponds to some verbal behavior research 

indicating listener repertoire is necessary for acquiring a speaker repertoire (e.g., Greer & 

Speckman, 2009). Yet despite its success the Suzuki Method has not gained widespread 

acceptance in public schools in the United States. At a time when public schools are underfunded 

and will continue to lose funding for the foreseeable future (e.g., Brown, Strauss, & Douglas-
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Gabriel, 2017), music education may seem a frivolous expenditure and research into best 

practices even more so. However, the benefits of early music experiences on academic success 

are usually cited as a reason to continue their availability in public schools. It should be noted 

that it is not just the availability of music education that creates these benefits, but the quality of 

that experience (Eisner, 1998). For instance, researcher have begun looking at the link between 

neuroplasticity and music training in improving auditory processing in children who have 

language deficits (Kraus & Chandrasekaran, 2010).  

In conclusion, this study suggests that training procedures may help understanding 

musical priming from an operant perspective. The cross-over interaction measured in the current 

study should be replicated with a larger number of participants after eliminating the 48 hour gap 

between the teaching phase and the post-test, with the inclusion of at least one control participant 

going directly from the baseline to the post-test conditions, in the absence of the training phase.  
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